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abstract
The life of modern work is complex. What once entailed simple activities encapsulated within simple and hierarchically designed spaces
has evolved into a highly volatile and complex organism. Businesses and workers are increasingly mobile, unpredictable and collaborative,
requiring new types of spaces to correspond to new methods of working. While there has been much recent interest in the design of the
workplace and on flexible, efficient and wired office environments, this focus has lead to the development of innovative interior systems and
infrastructures that are typically inserted into rather generic architecture. This schism between complex program and simple space is most
evident in the typology of the tall office building. Repetitive stacked slabs built to conservative economic programs create appallingly generic
environments. In other words, the skyscraper is typically conceived as a homogenous container for heterogeneous activity.
This thesis hypothesizes that the typology of the skyscraper can be redesigned to accommodate a more complex series of spaces designed
around the needs of modern office culture, and that this complexity can be manifested in architectural form. This is accomplished using
a multipronged research methodology. The first component is an analysis of the spatial types found in the office. The second component
is a new inhabitational model that accommodates multiple occupational modes. The third component is a flexible architectural system
that accommodates sectional variation and organizational change through on-site maintenance and reconstruction. The fourth component
utilizes emergent technologies in architecture to rethink the skin of the office building as a dynamic and permeable object that incorporates
multifunctional environmental buffer spaces. These intersecting agendas are manifested in the form of a sixty floor office tower located in
midtown Manhattan. The end result of this process is not a focused research inquiry into a singular agenda but is rather a prototype that
innovates at many scales, and does so in a way that fits within economic necessities of large scale office development.
Thesis Supervisor: John E. Fernandez
Title: Assistant Professor of Building Technology and Design
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01. introduction
This thesis investigation arises from ideas and principles that
have developed during graduate level study in architecture at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. One of these principles is the
need to link design research to economic and pragmatic concerns to
increase its usefulness and to enhance its potential for implementation.
This concept, here labeled radical pragmatism, defines a new model
of design practice in which architects are not just responsible for
individual projects but instead are critically integrating new technologies
into adaptive systems that can be applied in any number of contexts.
These prototypes are not finished off-the-shelf components, but are
instead paradigms for the simplification of design problems and the
heightening of their utility. >
01. introduction
fig.01 Interfaith Spiritual Center
Office dA
fig.02 Guggenheim Museum Bilbao
Frank 0. Gehry and Associates
This concept, which is so significant to this thesis, comes out of multiple semesters of design research conducted at MIT
A recent studio, for example, designed new suburban housing prototypes with respect to new patterns of life and work.
Particular attention was paid to the problem of programmatic hybridity, using active sound attenuation through piezoelectric
materials, to allow multiple programs to coexist within limited space. Another studio exploration reconceptualized
contemporary office design through air distribution, utilizing a porous structural system that allowed the removal of all
horizontal ductwork, in addition to reconceiving a traditionally hermetic exterior skin as a permeable membrane. Yet
another design project looked at the impact of new technologies on long distance workplace interaction, applied towards
the creation of collaborative workspaces on passenger airplanes.
Inherent in all of these projects is the notion that true design innovation incorporates multiple and intersecting agendas
including but not limited to: design, construction, technology, utility and economics. While this may seem initially to
create untenable collisions (as is often assumed when one is working within the traditional modes of inquiry seen at most
contemporary design schools) the reality is that this intersection of agendas provides richness to a design exploration that
is borne out of a true understanding of all possible implications of a developing prototype. For example, a designer may
conceive of an emergent technology in relative isolation but then speculate on its potential benefit to architects, clients,
developers and engineers. Having done so, the designer might then conceive of a business model that would explore
its insertion into and radicalization of traditional design and construction processes- in effect creating a blueprint
for its incorporation into society at large. (Bear in mind that this emergent technology may have nothing to do with
architecture in the traditional sense.) This blueprint, then, offers the potential for a proactive designer to be placed
at the forefront of technological development.
Sadly enough, it is this blueprint that is often missing. While there has been much recent interest in material and
technological innovation in design circles, many of these innovations have unfortunately been solely formally and
aesthetically driven. For example, design firms such as Office dA, Gehry Partners, and Kolatan MacDonald Studio have
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fig.03 Resi-Rise
Kolatan MacDonald Studio
pioneered major innovations in materials and fabrication processes but it is difficult to see how these technologies can
be easily adopted into most design processes. The Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, for example, is a wonderful example
of new materials and digital design techniques. However, the extreme complexity (and conceptual primitiveness) of its
structural system and the difficulty of its construction effectively mandates that it is only used on monumental commissions
such as art museums. Projects such as these dramatically illustrate the formal potential of innovative technologies,
but fail to address their potential for a wider audience. As a result, these innovations can be labeled (to reference the
concept again) radical but not pragmatic.
To return to the original topic: this thesis, then, is an attempt to apply the concept of radical pragmatism to the design
of office environments within tall buildings. Given that this typology embodies the ultimate synthesis of economics
and technology, it is currently dominated by developer-led design solutions that have many inherent difficulties. These
difficulties include: generic office environments, maintenance intensive and inefficient building systems, hermetically
sealed internal environments, and a lack of social space and user amenities. However, given the importance of these
environments, (if for no other reason than that a large fraction of the modern world spends a large portion of its time within
them) it seems sensible to speculate on their improvement.
This thesis is manifested as a design for a sixty floor office tower in midtown Manhattan. Above all else, it is driven by the
need to create spaces that are more amenable to the complexities of office work in this complex age. As a result it begins
with an exploration into work types and the spatial needs that arise from them- the accommodation of these varied
spatial needs results in a heightened spatial and programmatic heterogeneity that directly opposes the genericity of most
tall building development. This heterogeneity is contrasted against the need for maximum flexibility to accommodate
organizational change. The project methodology and end result is a combination of materials research, organizational
research and scenario testing.
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02. skyscraper overview
It can be argued that the skyscraper is the most American of building
typologies. On a fundamental level, its roots are neither aesthetic nor
symbolic; rather, it springs from a purely capitalistic agenda. At its
origin lies nothing more than the desire to take a plot of land and make
it profitable by providing interior space which can be leased or sold
to generate income. Given this, it is only natural that the history of
the skyscraper in the United States (particularly in New York and
Chicago) is defined by the combination of technological innovation
and development pressure. This process began in 1884 with William
LeBaron Jenney's Home Insurance Building in Chicago. Incorporating
a linear metal structure and a mechanical elevator, this building
combined two essential technologies that increased rentable area while
maintaining an economy of materials. In other words, the skyscraper
has always been radically pragmatic.>
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02A. a brief history
Continual improvements to these technologies after their introduction in the late 1 91 century permitted
buildings to become taller. New systems such as mechanical ventilation and plumbing were introduced
to help to further increase permissible floor depths and building heights. This process, in conjunction
with a massive expansion of American commercial activity, fueled a burst of office construction in the
cities of Chicago and New York. Manhattan, in particular, saw the effects that these new systems and
buildings could have on the modern metropolis. The pressure of real estate market, combined with
small lot sizes, contributed to the development of tall, thin towers (as opposed to Chicago's shorter,
more massive block buildings) that dominated the skyline. This era saw the construction of some of the
icons of the skyscraper age, including the Flatiron Building and the Empire State Building. In addition,
Manhattan's first zoning code (made famous in Hugh Ferriss's renderings), was enacted in 1916, and
had a huge impact on the archetypal form of the New York skyscraper.
Further advances in technology during the 1950s and beyond served to dramatically alter the form and
perception of the office building. The invention of fluorescent lighting, air conditioning, and curtainwall
cladding systems served to create very deep plan buildings that were disconnected from city and site.
Cool running fluorescent lights obviated the need for light courts and shallow plans, and modernist
architects created deep, open floor plates that held row after row of identical desks. Changes in zoning
laws allowed the design of uninterrupted glass slabs that boasted identical floors, which were perfect
Ik for developers and adhered to Miesian ideals.
fig.04 Home Insurance Company Building
William LeBaron Jenney
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02B. recent developments
The years following the 1950s revealed even greater advances in technical knowledge. Greater ability to
predict and calculate the behaviour of buildings and structure led to more creative solutions regarding
building systems for skyscrapers. Engineers such as Fazlur Kahn and William LeMessurier were greatly
involved in the design of buildings such as the Sears Tower, the John Hancock Center, and Citicorp
Center- each of which was noted for its innovative structural system. In addition, architects such as
Norman Foster and Richard Rogers were designing in a way that took the aestheticization of technical
and structural requirements to new extremes. For example, Norman Foster's Hong Kong and Shanghai
Bank Headquarters utilizes a megastructure from which groups of floor plates are suspended. Richard
Rogers's project for Lloyd's of London takes these ideas yet further, eviscerating the central core
diagram in favor of exterior cores built from easily replaceable components, leaving a soaring central
atrium that orients the interior space and celebrates vertical movement.
More recently, designers such as Renzo Piano and Ken Yeang have become known for their work on
ecologically designed high rises, which utilize innovations in fagade engineering and control systems to
create buildings which are energy efficient and create better internal environments through the use of
natural ventilation and daylighting techniques. However, it should be noted that many of these projects
are either in countries that mandate the use of such technologies, such as Germany, or are utilized in
corporate headquarters (such as the Piano's Debis Tower in Berlin) or other institutional buildings which
are built under different economic constraints.
fig.05 Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank
Norman Foster
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02C. a critique of design paradigms
what is wrong with the contemporary office tower?
The examples and precedents seen on previous pages are hardly indicative of the norm. Rather, they are exceptional examples of the tall building typology, and do not
describe the standard environments that are created by most speculative office towers. In fact, the contemporary skyscraper has become a truly problematic entity, with
very serious shortcomings. Many of these problems are due to the subversion of modernist principles- the ideals set forth during that era were far too easily
subverted for business purposes. The modernist belief in "universal space", for example, was quickly translated into homogenous, monolithic office interiors.
Standardization and industrialization led to cheapness; ideals of transparency were expressed as planes of single glazing that were cold in winter and hot
in summer, and a faith in industrial technology created mechanically serviced and unhealthy interior environments. The major deficiencies in contemporary
skyscraper design can be listed as follows:
standard floor plates:
Identical floor plates designed for purely for efficiency lead to lower construction costs and easier subdivisibility, but imply that all tenants have the same
needs, regardless of their size or activity. In addition, most standardized floor plates only provide extremely homogenous space; variations for different types
of activities barely exist.
hierarchical organizations:
Most tall office towers are designed around central cores, which help subdivide spaces easily with a minimum of circulation, but they imply hierarchical organizations
that date from another era. Internal areas are meant to be used by subordinates while managers sit in perimeter offices. In addition, the centralized core swallows up
space that may be used for internal collaborative space or may simply be carved out to create multistory atria.
lack of community facilities:
Developer paradigms suppress any types of spaces that cannot explicitly be leased or rented for profit. Spaces for social interaction, vertical circulation or
other communal activities are effectively prohibited.
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hermetically sealed environments:
Using miles of bent metal ductwork, massive mechanical systems pump constantly conditioned
air everywhere throughout a building, creating a wretched internal atmosphere. Office workers are
expected to labor inside sealed boxes filled with recycled, unhealthy air.
programmatic Inflexibility/inability to change:
Homogeneous floor slabs and inflexible spatial systems adequately account for neither differing tenant
sizes nor the problems of organizational change.
spatial homogeneity:
The repetitive stacking of floor plates creates sectional rigidity that is problematic for organizations
that inhabit multiple floors. Continuous single height spaces, with no ability to connect between floors,
effectively ensure that vertical communication is impaired if not destroyed.
inflexible occupational models:
Typical institutional leases are inflexible and do not account for the fact that organizations are prone
to major and rapid changes in size. If an inhabitant organization adds employees it may be forced to
deal with uncomfortable densities, or fragment its offices. If a company shrinks, it is often stuck with
unused space, which is a major financial liability.
fig.06 Seagram Building
Mies van der Rohe
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03. new york in context
The site chosen for the project is in Manhattan, the history of which (so
eloquently recorded in Delirious New York) is inextricably intertwined
with the history of the skyscraper and the development of the modern
metropolis. It is here that the financial and development pressures were
such that the utopian ambitions of skyscraper theorists became not only
plausible but necessary. It is here that towers first replaced cathedrals
as the primary urban markers on the city skyline.>
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03A. site description fig.07 Conde Nast Building
Fox and Fowle
fig.08 Westin Times Square
Arquitectonica
The specific site chosen is along Eighth Avenue, between Forty-Sixth and Forty-Seventh Streets in midtown Manhattan.
The site is chosen for its urbanistic complexity; it exists at the intersection of many distinct conditions. To the north is
Columbus Circle and Central Park. Port Authority and Times Square to the south serve as major draws for visitors of
all ages. Directly east is the midtown area, and to the west is the neighborhood of Clinton (formerly known as Hell's
Kitchen), a low-scale residential community.
In this area of midtown, Eighth Avenue serves to separate the skyscraper district to the east from the residential
neighborhood of Clinton to the west. This separation, currently mandated by the New York City Zoning Code, serves to
create a wall of tall buildings on the west side of Eighth Avenue. However, as the midtown area densifies and builds out,
it is inevitable that this boundary will be transgressed and that the midtown district will expand eastward. A recent zoning
variance allowed Worldwide Plaza, a 1.7 million square foot office tower, to be built two blocks north of the thesis site,
also in the neighborhood of Clinton. In addition, the recent redevelopment of the Times Square area to the south will create
additional pressure. It is to note, however, that recent construction in the area is not characterized by high quality architecture.
Times Square is now filled with garish new buildings such as Arquitectonica's Westin New York or Fox and Fowle's Cond6
Nast Building, both of which attempt to link architecture and entertainment, but do so superficially.
Given that this area has seen much recent interest, it will inevitably become the hub of much new construction. There are
many proposals for new projects, proposals for which include a new headquarters for the New York Times by the Renzo
Piano Building Workshop (figure 09) and a 1.5 - 2.0 million square foot tower at One Bryant Park by Fox and Fowle. It is
expected that the insertion of this thesis project into such a prominent site would serve as a counterpoint to the tawdriness
of the surrounding buildings and as a standard for future construction.
fig.09 New York Times Headquarters
Renzo Piano Building Workshop
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03B. site images fig. 10 Aerial Photo of Manhattan
fig. 11 Aerial Photo of Midtown
[ project site ]project site I
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03C. site map fig.12 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map
Site Area Denoted in Blue
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site description:
The site takes up approximately two
thirds of the full block between 46th
and 47th Streets, with a major frontage
on Eighth Avenue. The size of the site
is approximately 450 feet by 200 feet,
for an approximate site area of about
90,000 square feet. Buildings on the
other side of Eighth Avenue are not
tall; averaging between six and twelve
stories in height. Buildings along 46th
and 47th streets are lower, averaging
three to five stories in height; many
of them incorporate commercial pro-
grams at grade, combined with resi-
dential programs above. In addition,
there is a public school just north of
the site. Public transportation can be
accessed north at 49th Street, or to
the south at 42nd Street.
~~LIki
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fig.13 Digital Model of Site
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04. zoning and program
In 1916, the city of New York enacted the first zoning code as a method
for legislating the form of its skyscrapers to ensure that architectural
mass did not steal sunlight from the streets. Five formulas were
developed that based the rules of setback on the width of the street.
This Zoning Resolution, made famous by Hugh Ferriss's abstract
and visionary drawings, forced property owners to fill out the allowed
envelopes if they wanted to maximize the value of their land. While the
Zoning Code has itself changed greatly between 1916 and 2003, the
process of beginning with legislation and ending with form remains
by and large the same. The Code allows a determined program of
a determined size to exist within a determined envelope; for the
purpose of understanding its implications, that process is summarized
in this chapter. >
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04A. the evolution of zoning
The current Zoning Resolution was enacted in 1961. In many ways, the new Zoning Code followed the dogma of modernist
urban planning, which was en vogue at the time. Its overall effects were to try to decrease density in the city of New York,
while maximizing semi-urban open space. Some aspects of the 1916 Zoning Resolution were kept, but the zoning rules
for skyscrapers were changed to increase open space while simultaneously allowing developers to maximize their profits.
For example, one of the new rules allowed developers to build as high as desired, as long as the building only occupied
40% of the site. Incentive zoning was introduced that allowed developers to build extra square footage if they provided
"public" plazas at grade. In effect, the new rules strongly pushed a tower-in-the-park model that allowed the creation
of buildings such as the Seagram Headquarters.
Midtown, however, is slightly different. It lies within a zoning district known as the Special Midtown District, for which a
different set of rules exist, and is intended to create a much denser urban condition. Regulations in these areas allow the
creation of bulkier buildings. Effectively a developer is allowed to build a podium 90 or 120 feet high at the street edge
and then must incorporate setbacks according to a table in the Zoning Resolution.
The current site, however, is not actually within the Special Midtown District; rather, it lies just beyond its edge within the
residential neighborhood of Clinton. Therefore it is assumed that a zoning change would be received for this site, changing
it from residential zoning to a commercial zoning in line with Special Midtown District. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the site would received the designation C6-4 (the most restrictive commercial zoning designation for this district),
which allows a base floor area ratio of 10 under section 81-263 of the New York Zoning Code. The addition of amenities
can serve to increase the allowable FAR.
figs. 14. 15:
Rendering of the 1916 Zoning Code
Hugh Ferriss
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04B. zoning envelope analysis
As currently written, the Zoning Code allows the building to
maintain a continuous street wall 120 feet high on streets between
75 and 80 feet wide, and allows a continuous street wall 90 feet
wide on streets that are 60 feet wide or less. Above that, the
allowed zoning envelope steps back a certain distance for every
increase in height above street level. An analysis of the size of the
zoning envelope quickly reveals that the site would need an FAR
much larger than currently allowed to even begin to approach filling
in the envelope. In other words, the zoning envelope on the site will
have no appreciable impact on the form of the building.
fig 16: Zoning Envelope Sections Through Project Site fig. 17: Allowable Zoning Envelope on Project Site
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04C. program size and comparison
ALLOWABLE PROGRAM
SITE AREA
ALLOWABLE FAR
AREA = 90800 * 10
PLAZA ALLOWANCE
OTHER ALLOWANCE
MAX = 12 FAR
TOTAL PROGRAM
ON SITE
= 90800 SF
= 10
= 908000 SF
= +1 FAR
= +1 FAR
= 1089600 SF
= 1.1 MILLION SF
= 18,300 SF PER FLOOR/60 FLOORS
According to the New York Zoning Code, the site allows a floor area ratio of 10
as a base. It can be assumed that the FAR can be increased by 1 in exchange
for community improvements. In addition, the Zoning Code allows additional
FAR in exchange for the construction of an urban plaza (an extra 6 square feet
of program can be built for every 1 square foot of plaza, up to an additional 1
FAR.) Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that an FAR of 12, or approximately
1.1 million square feet can be built on this site. Over sixty floors this allows for a
floor plate of 18,300 square feet. In order to accommodate space for expansion
and sectional variability. While this may seem large, a quick comparison of
the program size with other prominent towers quickly reveals that it is not
large by skyscraper standards.
EXPANSION/SPATIAL CONCERNS
It is assumed that the floor plate will need to accommodate a certain amount of
space for expansion, and space of varying heights, in addition to environmental
buffer zones. Therefore, an allowance of 25% will be made.
FLOOR PLATE SIZE = 18,300 SF * 1.25
= 22,875 SF
FLOOR AREA COMPARISONS
JP Morgan Chase: 2,400,372 over 52 floors
Cond6 Nast: 1,660,000 over 48 floors
Jin Mao: 3,000,000 over 88 floors
Worldwide Plaza: 1,706,197 over 50 floors
General Motors: 1,637,379 over 50 floors
Commerzbank: 1,076,400 over 56 floors
Namkung Thesis: 1,089,600 over 60 floors
Seagram: 640,000 over 38 floors =
all information obtained from www.skyscrapers.com.
= 46161 sf /floor
= 34583 sf /floor
= 34090 sf/ floor
= 34123 sf /floor
= 32747 sf / floor
= 19221 sf /floor
= 18160 sf /floor
16842 sf / floor
| 28
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05. objectives and methodology
The following section delineates the proposed working methodology.
It begins by repeating the critique of conventional skyscraper design
paradigms, then describes a series of broad objectives for the redesign
of the systems of the contemporary highrise. These objectives lead
to a multi-pronged methodology for systems thinking and design
research that engages multiple disciplines and modes of thinking.
These different research threads are integrated via a scenario-driven
analysis that develops a plan for the deployment, utilization, and
occupation for these systems. >
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05A. a critique of design paradigms, again
1. STANDARD FLOOR PLATES
2. HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATIONS
3. LACK OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES
4. HERMETICALLY SEALED ENVIRONMENTS
5. PROGRAMMATIC INFLEXIBILITY/INABILITY TO CHANGE
6. SPATIAL HOMOGENEITY
7. INFLEXIBLE OCCUPATIONAL MODELS
fig 18 Atrium Inside Commerzbank
Headquarters
Foster and Partners
05B. project hypothesis
The issues seen above stem from three basic problems. The first is the assumption that all organizations have the same
requirements regarding the space they inhabit. The second problem is the belief that office work only requires one type of
space, and the third is the idea that these requirements never actually change.
As a reaction to these outstanding issues, this thesis hypothesizes that the typology of the skyscraper can be redesigned
to accommodate a more complex series of spaces that are designed around the needs of modern office culture, and that
the resulting spatial and organizational complexity can be beneficially manifested in architectural form. It should be noted,
however, that this complexity cannot be in any way seen as deterministic and should not impose specific patterns of use
upon office workers. Rather, it is critical that this complexity should remain flexible and open, so as to provide multiple
options for its use. This thesis proposes that the accommodation of this complexity is sensible from a pragmatic point of
view for developers, clients, and designers, and will not result in mere formal or aesthetic manipulations. This hypothesis
will be tested using the methodology seen on upcoming pages.
IN OTHER WORDS, THIS THESIS ANALYZES AND RETHINKS EXISTING PARADIGMS FOR THE DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION OF OFFICE BUILDINGS, RECASTING THEM FROM INFLEXIBLE, MONOLITHIC CONTAINERS,
TO FLEXIBLE, HETEROGENEOUS AND PERMEABLE INFRASTRUCTURES FOR THE ACCOMMODATION OF
COMPLEX AND DIVERSE OFFICE ACTIVITIES.
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05C. primary objectives
what will this thesis attempt to accomplish?
1. TO INCREASE NON-DETERMINISTIC SPATIAL HETEROGENEITY IN THE WORKPLACE
The increasing complexity of office work requires multiple types of spaces for multiple types of activities, however, most developer led building design only
allows for one type of space, requiring that any sort of differentiation is handled through interior design. This thesis proposes that increasing the diversity of
spatial types provided by the "architectural shell" has potentially positive implications for workplace design. It should be noted that these spatial types are
subtle influences, not mandates- in other words, full flexibilty should be maintained.
2. TO INCREASE PROGRAMMATIC FLEXIBILITY AT ANY NUMBER OF SCALES OF CHANGE
Current paradigms for tall building design do not strongly accommodate flexibility in an intelligent manner; expansion and contraction processes often result in
strange situations, in which clients are required to fragment themselves on multiple separate floors in a high rise. This thesis proposes that the immobile floor
plate can be redesigned to accommodate changes in size while allowing organizations to remain whole.
3. TO BREAK THE VERTICAL SCHISM
While expanding and contracting, not only it is critical that all components of an organization are allowed to maintain completeness, but that the ability
to communicate between layers is enhanced.
4. TO BLUR THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE ARCHITECTURAL SHELL AND THE INTERIOR
Current design paradigms separate the various systems of a skyscraper (structure, shell, interiors, furnishings) into layers for the purposes of constructional
and financial ease. However, in order to truly realize the potential of the concept of nondeterminstic spatial heterogeneity , it will be required to make
these different layers interrelate in a number of ways.
5. TO DETERMINE AN OCCUPATIONAL MODEL THAT ACCOMMODATES THE CHANGING NEEDS OF CLIENT ORGANIZATIONS
A dynamic model of rental and occupation will be needed to accommodate dynamic and mobile clients. A mixture of occupation types and lengths will
optimize occupancy rates while accommodating change.
6. TO RECONCEIVE THE EXTERIOR SHELL OF THE BUILDING AS A DYNAMICALLY PERMEABLE MEMBRANE
The hermetically sealed nature of most tall buildings creates deadly internal environments. The creation of a dynamically permeable building facade can
create fresh air inputs to supplement HVAC systems.
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05C. intended project methodology
This thesis proposes a four pronged methodology for its realization. The primary research thread can be seen as a direct
consequence of the hypothesis statement while the second and third threads are seen as broader issues that are critical to the
realization of this thesis but fall outside the scenario-based methodology seen in the primary thread. The fourth thread describes
the systems innovation that will bring the other three research threads together.
The first research thread proposes to analyse organizations of different sizes in terms of their volatility, space requirements,
and the multiple spatial types that are needed within those organizations, and will provide a strong basis for research into the
technologies that help provide those spatial types.
The second research thread will analyze the economic and leasing models under which tall buildings operate. It is an
acknowledgement of the fact that a tall office building is essentally a business proposition and must be understood as such to
be viable. In particular, this thread will look at accommodating volatility in leasing (to benefit inhabitant organizations), both to
accommodate short term inhabitation, but also as a way of accommodating major organizational change.
The third research thread looks at larger spatial maneuvers at the scale of the building that create social and gathering
spaces that can be used by all inhabitants of a tall building- in other words, looking at the skyscraper as a vertically
urbanistic community.
The fourth research thread entails designing the new technologies that will allow the first three ideas to occur. These include
demountable systems, permeable skin systems and new methods for dynamic space allocation.The end result of this thread will be
a complete skyscraper that is seen not as a focused research inquiry into a singular agenda but rather as a prototype that innovates
at many scales. A chart of the proposed methodology can be seen on the next page.
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05C. intended project methodology
01 inhabitation scenarios
organizational types P spatial types > arch. requirements 0 distributed systems 0 tenant scenarios
02 business model + intelligent programming
outsourcing research 0 dynamic programming 0, business model o inhabitation model
03 building scenarios
dynamic programming 1 large scale. org. 0 circulation/social space N general organization
04 distributed systems
structural systems
vert. circulation
skin systems
hvac
infrastructure
interior systems
0 building systems
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06. inhabitational strategies and scenarios
For a number of reasons, the design and inhabitation of workplace
environments is undergoing rapid change. Office workers (and office
work) have become increasingly mobile and dynamic. At the same
time, increased emphasis on interpersonal collaboration fundamentally
upends previous hierarchical organizations. These factors, combined
with a general increase in the complexity of business, mean that
inflexible and generic work environments are inadequate. In order to
best understand the changes that need to be made, it is necessary to
research the types of organizations that inhabit office environments,
the varied spaces that they require, and to explore new models of
adaptive inhabitation that allow office buildings to adequately deal
with the pressures of organizational change. >
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06A. occupant scenarios
In order to more fully understand how a multi-story office building might be occupied,
a number of hypothetical inhabitant types were created to explore the potential for
the creation of an architecture that responds to multiple scales of occupation. The
final prototye design will be evaluated against these inhabitant types and a projection
of their needs, changes and interactions.
01 freelancer [ 350 sf ]
Highly mobile individual, works alone or with firms on a consultant/free agent basis.
Is able to work in larger companies or from personal office. Ideally works in proximity
to other freelancers and is able to collaborate and socialize within a community that
is NOT based on similar occupations. Worldwide mobility.
02 company.a [ 3500 sf ]
A small company that is likely in the early stages of its life. Is operating on
investor funding or credit cards and has little capital to spend on permanent
infrastructure.
03 company.b [ 35,000 sf ]
A more highly established firm, with some permanence.
04 corporation [ 72,000 - 200,000 sf ]
A large semi-permanent organization that is intended to serve as a
foundation for the inhabitation strategy. Potential to increase/or decrease
by 20% over a 5 year period. Architecture needs to accommodate this
expansion and contraction while maintaining organizational continuity. A
certain permanent percentage of company works out of office but needs
occasional space for when mobile employees are working in office.
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06B. spatial typologies fig.19 Action Office System
Herman Miller
In order to fully express this notion of spatial heterogeneity, it is necessary to analyze the spaces that exist
in the typical office. An initial analysis (seen below) finds six types; each of which is typically delineated
within a generic architectural shell using interior elements only. The challenge, then, is to find more
strongly architectural expressions for these spaces that allow them to relate more to their expected
uses (therebe blurring the common schism between "architecture" and "interiors" for the benefit of
user environments.
01 static personal workspace
Commonly known as "cubicle space," these
areas include permanent workstations for
personal use. While many people conceive
these spaces as having paramount importance
for office work, it turns out that most people only
spend 40% of their time or less at their desk,
spending the rest of the time elsewhere.
04 dynamic collaboration space
Open areas within an office for informal discus-
sion and decision-making. These spaces are
often where real work is accomplished, even
though most effort and research in office design
is focused elsewhere.
02 dynamic personal workspace
Personal work areas with unassigned desks,
that are allocated as necessary, often to workers
who spend most of their time away from the
office. These spaces tend to be dynamic in
terms of population density and mobility and
typically are first to feel the effects of corporate
expansion or contraction.
05 Internal social space
Open areas for socializing. These spaces
are often spots for informal water-cooler type
discussions that are useful to the daily life of
a corporation.
03 static collaboration space
Otherwise known as meeting areas. These
spaces are often conceived as discrete rooms
separate from working spaces. This results in
meeting rooms that are difficult to find, and are
paradoxically overbooked while underused.
06 external social space
Similar to previous but off the premises.
Restaurants, restorative landscapes, exercise
facilities, and other amenities can become
social condensers within the buildings.
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06C. resource distribution chart
The chart below lists the 4 different scenarios against 5 of the 6 different space types and separates them into shared
or private occupation. This chart helps to understand how different space types may be allocated to different types of
organizations, and their potential for overlapping use. This has a number of potential effects; it broaches the subject of
efficiency of space- sharing facilities allows for greater intensity of use. In addition, the notion of shared collaborative
spaces opens up the notion that multiple organizations (linked by similar activities) may be able to form a collaborative
community within the confines of a single building.
dynamic personal
private
private
private private
private
private
internal social space
private
freelancer
company.1
company.2
corporation
private
private
private
private
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06D. office outsourcing
In the context of office buildings, there currently exist two primary models for the occupation of office space. The first is the traditional
institutional lease. While this seems simple and straightforward enough, the length of typical lease agreements (in the five to twenty
five year range) can become a serious handicap to organizations. Quite simply, money that is locked up in physical facilities, either
through ownership or institutional lease agreements can become a major financial liability, which is exacerbated if an organization
contracts, thereby saddling it with space it owns but cannot use (and which must be subleased at a loss if at all.) In addition,
monies spent on fitout, maintenance, and furnishings are also a major financial drain, particularly for small companies. For these
reasons, some companies are moving towards relinquishing ownership of almost all physical artifacts associated with work, and
are moving towards a model of office outsourcing, in which all aspects of work space are provided by a single company, with a
minimum of investment and a maximum of flexibility. Companies such as Regus and HQ provide such space- one monthly fee pays
for space, infrastructure, furniture, and administration; agreements are typically month-to-month and tenants typically only pay for
the space that they use. While these spaces have traditionally been used on a temporary basis, some very conventional companies
(including British Telecom and Nokia) are beginning to outsource their entire facilities, since outsourcing avoids so many
of the problems associated with typical leasing methods. This type of office is very good for startups, and for information
technology companies, which are often volatile, expanding and contracting from month to month. Major advantages of
this system include:
1. financial flexibility for clients
Outsourcing property frees up capital that would ordinarily be tied up in physical properties, giving companies more control
over financial assets. It also prevents financial problems that stem from owning unused space.
2. physical flexibility/worldwide reach
Serviced office providers allow incredible flexibility in terms of occupational sizes and durations, in addition to providing
clients with a network of office spaces worldwide, with a 24 hour turnaround time.
3. hassle reduction
One monthly fee covers space, furniture, infrastructure, and administration.
4. cost reduction
For small organizations in middle market environments, this model offers significant cost savings- up to 78%.
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However, it must also be noted that there are major drawbacks to this business model in the form that currently exists:
1. major economic volatility / lack of financial credibility
The short term nature of the contracts involved makes the office outsourcing model incredibly vulnerable to
economic upturns and downturns. Companies will withdraw from serviced office space before they withdraw from
permanent space.
2. extremely generic space
The type of space that serviced offices provide is even more generic than typical office interior design; the short term
nature and lack of ownership makes it all but impossible for inhabitants to customize space. rather, they are shoehorned
into available spaces. In large part this is due to the fact that serviced office space providers procure their own space
through extremely normative channels.
3. lack of commitment
Companies typically will not outsource the spaces required for core operations, generally for the two reasons seen
above. This trend is changing, however. Companies such as Nokia and British Telecom have started outsourcing
all of their office facilities.
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06E. a new model
Given these drawbacks, a new model for office inhabitation would need to demonstrate the flexibility of outsourced office space
while moving away from its generic nature. This new model could incorporate a diversity of occupational scales and lifetimes for
the purpose of reducing risk, and would also incorporate a method for intelligently programming spaces to allow internal flexibility
(while remaining customizable and non-generic.) Companies would be able to choose from two types of outsourcing agreements:
long term and short term, and space providers would work with clients to determine the best possible mix of space types and
locations. (See figure 23 for an initial idea as to how this may occur.)
This new model of office inhabitation would need to accommodate long term inhabitation strategies for the purposes of financial
stability (on the part of the space providers) in addition to encouraging businesses to outsource their core facilities. As mentioned
earlier, the generic nature of typical outsourced office space makes the outsourcing of core facilities difficult, but an engagement
of long-term relationships would change this.
Long term inhabitation could incorporate the expectation of more permanent space, which would be designed to a higher
standard, with greater specificity to client needs (through the use of flexible, demountable and modifiable systems). It would
have to include the possibility for more internal customization of spaces (through long-term and high level maintenance and
facilities management) and would naturally have to allow for smooth organizational expansion and contraction while maintaining
organizational cohesion (necessitating an architectural solution to a business problem). Simultaneously it could also account for a
need for temporary expansion needs through the use of semiprogrammed spaces that could become fully occupied as required.
Long term inhabitation, would typically be used for larger clients.
Short term inhabitation strategies would retain some of the characteristics of standard outsourced space, but could be designed
more specifically to accommodate dynamic programming and rapidly changing population densities. Short-term areas would include
a high level of shared facilities to increase the efficiency of space use. Spaces could incorporate a certian level of customization but
for obvious reasons there could be less than would be expected for areas inhabited by long-term clients.
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A new model of adaptive inhabitation, then, would need to mix occupational lifetimes in such a way as to allow the volatility inherent
in short term occupancy to accommodate the expansion and needs inherent in long term inhabitation. If this is to be the case a
number of significant (and interesting) issues arise. The first is that the needs for specificity and the need for flexibility may collide
(as typically does in a generic, developer led office building). Secondly, this need for rapid change and customization necessitates
another method for building maintenance and reconstruction, one which is able to anticipate and accommodate dynamic
and changing needs. A potential market for this type of building and this type of inhabitation does exist. A quick search on
HQ.com (a provider of outsourced office space) reveals that they have twenty facilities on the island of Manhattan, each of
which is typically a floor on a high rise.
In order to realize its full potential, any adaptive model of inhabitation would need to be accompanied by an extremely flexible
architectural expression that can adapt to the type of volatility that this model of inhabitation would undoubtedly incur.
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07. building form and organization
Previous chapters of this thesis have explored the emerging complexity
of office occupation, resulting in concepts of dynamic inhabitation and
heterogeneity that promise the creation of spaces that are amenable to
the future needs of the workplace. However, the manifestation of these
concepts places tremendous demands on architectural form at the
building scale, including but not limited to: structures, core diagram,
floor plate design, systems integration and urban response. >
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07A. digital concept diagrams
fig.20 homogeneity
The typical developer model; a blank slate consisting
of a shell and core waiting to be filled with program.
The building has no influence on its programming
or occupation.
These initial diagrams are images that
explain various conceptions of the tall
office building.
fig,21 vertical schism
Popularized in Delirious New York, this conception of
the tall building explains the skyscraper as a series
of deliberately disconnected floors. Each with its own
life and narrative that is completely independent from
any other floor.
fig.22 heterogeneity/complexity
This diagram is an attempt to understand the potential
for breaking the barrier of the horizontal plane, allowing
sectional complexity and organizational cohesion.
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These diagrams are initial studies into the
notion of spatial heterogeneity, approach-
ing the problem from an organizational
and environmental perspective.
fig.24 permeable tube
This diagram shows the potential for programming a
skyscraper to incorporate a layered vertical mix; large
organizations (green) are sandwiched between smaller
organizations and short term inhabitants. Volatility in
the smaller organizations allows larger organizations
the flexibility to expand and contract.
This diagram explores the possibility of encasing
the office program within an environmental buffer
space that can exchange air with the outside and has
potential social implications.
fig.25 heterogeneous spatiality
This diagram further develops the previous notion
by incorporating different types and scales of
environmental buffer and social spaces, including
skylobbies, edge voids and internal voids. This work
shows some potential relationship to the work of
Malaysian architect Ken Yeang.
fig.23 scales I lifetimes
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07B. diagram analysis This initial study (drawing heavily from Ken Yeang's book, Service Cores) was completed as a method for
evaluating various building diagrams. Factors for evaluation included: flexibility, subdivisibility, access
to light and air, and a non hierarchical/non-deterministic plan. Based on these factors, the double core
layout (fig. 26) was chosen as the solution to be further developed. Layouts that incorporated multistory
atria as permanent elements, while beneficial in terms of acess to light and air, are limited in terms
of their subdivision options.
fig. 26 contiguous plate I east and west cores
exterior cores allow great internal flexibility
east/west cores increase energy efficiency
fig. 29 contiguous floor plate I scattered cores
very flexible; requires large amounts of core space
fig. 27 contiguous floor plate I central core
maximizes financial return from perimeter
subdivision more difficult
fig. 30 central atrium | north cores
optimized for smaller organizations
atrium allows lighting and ventilation possibilities
fig. 28 contiguous floor plate I north core
subdivision somewhat easier
maximum southern exposure
fig. 31 central atrium I east/west cores
optimized for smaller organizations
floor plan is internally focused
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fig. 33 central atrium 1 central cores
maximizes perimeter space
access to atrium blocked by cores
fig. 35 southern atrium 1 east/west cores
more energy efficient
more contiguous floor space
potentially difficult for large organizations
cores + atrium form major obstruction
fig. 36 central atrium i east/west cores
great ventilation possiblities
east west cores increase energy efficiency
thin building section allows easy ventilation and daylighting
large amounts of perimeter
fig. 37 central atrium I dispersed cores
great subdivision possibilities
excessive number of cores
fig. 32 central atrium | internal cores fig. 34 el shaped building I dispersed cores
07C. general organization
fig. 38 inhabitation scales fig 39 shared program
smaller organizations_
short term Inhabitation
these organizations, smaller and
much more volatile are placed closer
to common facilities, this allows
maximum vertical and horizontal
flexibility for larger more permanent
organizations, and also places small
organizations in proximity to shared
facilities they cannot incorporate
internally these spaces are more
dynamic.
shared facilities
commercial areas, lounges,
meeting facilities, travel
agents, etc- programs that
businesses can use. these
areas exist in the zones
created by the belt trusses.
mechanical floors
these areas only take up a
portion of each floor so as to
allow double height areas in
the shared facilities.
larger organizations
long term Inhabitation
placing these programs within the
centers of the programmed masses
allows room for these companies to
expand outwards or upwards. these
spaces are more permanent.
/ r
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The program of the building is broken up into contiguous pieces that represent the largest occupational scenario against
which this project will be tested- namely, the "corporation" with a maximum 250,000 square feet (see section 6A: Occupant
Scenarios). The diagram at far left (figure 38) shows a number of possible organizational options, based on the notion
of allowing larger organizations to occupy multiple floors without occupying the entire floor. Larger organizations are
placed in the centers of the four programmed masses, occupying multiple floors without occupying any entire floor.
This arrangement (made possible via servicing with multiple cores) has the potential to accommodate expansion and
contraction if combined with the use of flexible interior systems.
The diagram to the right (figure 39) shows the distribution of mechanical areas and shared facilities. These shared facilities
are meant to provide programs and interaction spaces that do not often exist in the typical high-rise and would include
programs such as caf6s, teleconferencing facilities, and social spaces geared towards smaller organizations that will need
them but cannot incorporate them internally as larger organizations might. In addition, the arrangement seen at far left
places smaller clients in close proximity to these shared areas. This allows the introduction of programmatic richness
to the building in a sensible manner that relates to the needs of inhabitants. Bear in mind that this notion of shared
facilities is meant to satisfy the need for external social spaces as defined in section 6B and is separate from the
resource distribution chart (section 6C) which looks at shared spaces within the confines of the office. That particular
subject will be broached later in this book.
It is expected that shared spaces could become part of the everyday life of the building, forming mixing chambers
that incorporate some of the activities ordinarily found at street level, while creating social attractor spaces about
which collaborative communities can form. This organization easily works well with the structural solution, seen
on the next page.
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07D. structural model The previous diagram analysis leads directly to a structural solution. Belt trusses spanning between two cores form the
primary bearing structure of the building. The belt trusses are two stories high and are spaced fifteen stories (or 210 feet)
apart. Floor plates and skin are carried via suspension cables hung from the belt trusses.
fig. 40 double cores fig. 41 belt trusses fig. 42 suspension cables fig. 43 floor plates
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07E. reconfigurable systems The use of demountable interior components (seen here in the form of removable floor components) is an initial
step into a vertically reconfigurable architecture. Such a system would need to integrate many separate systems
into a single prefabricated unit that is sized for easy construction and removal.
fig. 44 demountable floor plates
time one: the beginning of building occupation
fig. 45 demountable floor plates
time two: modifications due to organizational change
fig. 46 example of integrated floor system
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structural core removable floor suspension
slabs cables
The demountable slabs shown here incorporate air distribution
into the structure and allow for easy reconfigurability, due to their
simplification and integration of multiple systems.
structural core subtraction addition
This image shows one potential option for building mutation.
Floor slabs have been removed in one area to create an atrium
around which a large organization can orient itself, and in other
areas, floor components have been added to accommodate
expansion needs.
permeable metal
structure
radiant tubing diffusers
Above is one example of an integrated floor system. The typical
primary structure of a composite slab/beam system/raised floor has
been replaced with a porous structural metal shell through which
air can pass, showing the potential for the radical simplification
of building elements.
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07F. typical floor plans I framing
At left (figure 47) is a typical floor plan showing
the basic floor plate of approximately 210 by
110 feet. The use of suspension cables instead
of compressive steel columns creates a space
that is relatively uninterrupted by structure. The
framing plan, seen below, shows the use of
five foot wide removable floor slabs. Along
the north and south edges of the floor plate,
the slabs are perpendicular to the perimeter,
allowing their removal to create edge atria
that are 20 feet deep. The longer floor slabs
in the center can be removed to form a
multistory atrium. In addition, the center section
incorporates smaller knockout panels that can
be quickly removed for easy interconnection
between floors.
Components would be brought in and removed
via the freight/construction elevator in the
northwest corner of the building.
fig. 47 typical floor plan
freight elevator
elevators
stairs
I I
I I I
I I I
I I I I
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I I
20'-0" slabs
knockout panels
30'-0" slabs
fig. 48 removable slab plan
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This drawing more accurately expresses the idea that the
base presents a permeable edge to the city, helping to
create activity around all sides of the site.
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07H. tower base and urban response
fig. 50 ground floor plan
At its base, the tower is grounded with a four-story base that fills out its site. This base
incorporates a permeable urban edge as opposed to the typical heavily guarded entrance.
This permeable edge (consisting of ground-level retail) surrounds a four story atrium that
houses the elevator cores.
entry atrium
retail at grade
t l
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core
forty-seventh street
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The Zoning Code allows an increase in FAR for the inclusion of urban open space (in this case,
15,000 square feet of plaza allow an extra 90,000 square feet of program. Rather than coalesce
that into one single open space, the plaza requirement is broken up into four smaller plazas that
allow direct access to the central atrium and allow an overlap city and building.
fig. 51 typical second and third floor plans
entry atrium
entry plaza
core
I I
I I
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08. systems design
The concept of an adaptive and reconfigurable structure opens up a
number of possibilities for the creation of varied spaces at the scale
of the floor plate- the beginnings of true spatial diversity. Combining
this concept with the application of emergent technologies such as
dynamically permeable skin systems and integrated floor servicing
leads to a series of unprecedented architectural components. The
intelligent and flexible operation of these components leads to the
creation of varied spatial fields and multifunctional spaces that serve
multiple tenants and relate to organizations of varying sizes. >
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08A. environmental buffers and edge voids
fig. 52 permeable membranes
permeable walls + edge voids
created by the subtraction of
demountable components, these
void spaces create multiprogrammed
social attractors that are dispersed
throughout the building, these spaces
are characterized by a dynamic
response to the elements (seen at
right.)
fig 53C
PEN-N
fig 53D
I -
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fig 53A
-
fig 53B
08B. heterogenous spaces
permeable walls
forms the inner boundary of
an environmental buffer space;
variable permeability allows dynamic
relationship to exterior and creates
enhanced interior spaces
edge void: atrium
standard multiple height space
created through the removal of floor
slab elements.
Internal permeable wall
similar to standard permeable wall
but is connected to ducting which
allows highly serviced interior space
(for meeting areas and the like.)
edge void: buffer zone
dynamic permeability on both sides
allows social and multiprogrammed
space.
mechanized facade
allows a certain amount of dynamic
permeability, and has the ability to
close and form a weathertight seal
fig. 54 nondeterministic heterogeneity
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figs. 55, 56, 57
machado and silvetti
kendall square office building
The introduction of demountable floor plates leads to the potential creation of subtractive voids at the edge of the floor plate.
However, it is not adequate to merely incorporate edge voids; rather some way must be found to increase the pragmatic utility of
these spaces. This is accomplished through the use of two emergent technologies- a mechanically activated exterior surface and
a permeable interior surface (both of which will be described in more detail later in this chapter). These two technologies turn these
edge voids into dynamic environmental buffer spaces which incorporate a dramatically heightened functional and social
potential. These multistory spaces can become responsive to the elements, allowing the combination of exterior wind, light
and pressure (which change from season to season and during the day) to either allow warmth and light into the buffer
spaces and adjacent office areas, or to use pressure differentials to create a semiconditioned space which is heated by
exhausting air out of the building.
There are two primary effects here. The first is to allow the semi-passive conditioning of interior space by varying the permeability
of the two skin surfaces, effectively using the buffer space for exhaust or input of air (which will change depending on wind and
seasonal conditions.) In other words, the usage of environmental buffers and dynamically permeable skins has the effect of
enhancing air distribution and servicing for adjacent offices spaces. This has the effect of creating specific zones within
an office floor which are better able to handle the changing heat loads and population densities associated with dynamic
and collaborative workspaces. These membrane walls, then, serve as a way of activating and zoning typically generic office
space. (This zoning is not a deterministic program layout; rather it is a generative design grammar that suggests organizations
without restricting flexibility.)
The second effect is the buffer spaces themselves. The dynamic permeability of these spaces allows a multiplicity of programming
options. A greater permeability to outside air can create gardens or social spaces, while reducing the permeability of the surfaces
may allow their appropriation as expansion space (for temporary projects) or collaborative meeting spaces (conference spaces
or "war rooms" and the like). The notion of subtractive, or void social spaces has many precedents. One such precedent exists in
Machado and Silvetti's Kendall Square Office Building Competition (see figures 53,54, and 55). In this scheme, negative volumes are
used to create moments of tension and activity with a relatively simple structure. In this thesis project, the ability to reconfigure building
elements at will allows these spaces to be deployed at any location in the project and at any scale needed.
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08C. floor systems
fig. 58 pultruded composite sections
As seen earlier in this book, this thesis proposes a series of building systems that are responsive to the needs of sectional
heterogeneity and organizational change- the architecture of adaptation. Inherent within this are two primary concepts: mass
customization and systems integration. The first concept can be described as the design of prototypical systems that are easily
modified to meet specific needs, while the second concepts acknowledges the fact that any mass customizable building system
must incorporate multiple systems in order to be useful. These two ideals are manifested in the design of a demountable integrated
floor system. The images seen on the following pages illustrate a floor system that prefabricated, lightweight, customizable
and demountable. This system integrates primary structure, air distribution, and power delivery, while allowing for optional
attachments that allow for further customization.
The basic component of the system is a pultruded fiber reinforced polymer composite floor element that replaces standard concrete
decking, and is manufactured off-site. This material is chosen for its low weight, high strength and durability. Pultruded composites,
while not having seen major applications yet in architecture, are becoming increasingly common in infrastructural projects such as
bridges- this is due to their quick construction relative to concrete and their resistance to weathering, in addition to the economies
associated with off-site construction. The term pultrusion refers to a manufacturing process for the production of continuous lengths
of reinforced structural shapes with constant cross sections. Reinforcing fibers (such as glass fiber, Kevlar or carbon fiber) are pulled
through a resin bath and then through a die which gives the pultrusion its unique profile.
The primary component is a two foot six inch wide pultruded component that is notched at the edge to accommodate a series
of keys that serve to lock the floor slabs together. The removal of the composite key allows the floor slab to be disengaged
from the permanent linear structure on which it rests. It is currently assumed that an eight inch thick floor slab will span
thirty feet between beams.
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08D. floor design
puitruded composite key
this removable key locks the slabs
together into a diaphragm
structural ring
this ring, adhered during the production process
allows the installation of floor cans or sleeved
columns (to anchor interior partitioning
systems)
pultruded composite floor stab
this is the primary component of the
structural system
fig.60 structural diagram
Integral ductwork
this duct is integrated into the
prefabricated construction system
and delivers air into the raised floor
adhered clip
attached during the production process, this
makes the installation of a raised floor system
significantly easier fig 61 basic components
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floor Insert
this insert incorporates a fan that can
be attached to a desktop diffuser
to pull more air from the floor
distribution system
tile cap
in the center of each floor tile
power/data mat
attached to the top of the tile,
this mat incorporates woven
conductive elements power and data
transmission; interface is achieved
via the ring in the center of the tile
floor tile
grooved underside accommodates
multiple attachment conditions
raised floor footing
pultruded floor slab
fig. 62 exploded floor diagram
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knockout panel
these panels measure 2.5 feet by 7.5 feet
and are intended to allow relatively quick
access between floors (see floor plans).
these are created by rotating existing
pultruded profiles, allowing for many
configurations using a small palette of
components.
Ai,
-4 ~,
P chilled ceiling
used only in areas of high occupational
density
beam casing
wiring and other infrastructure can be
delivered within this
permanent beam
removable floor plates rest on this
fig. 63 exploded perspective showing floor
system and permanent structure
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08E. permeable wall systems
fig. 64A mechanically activated fagade
closed
fig. 64B mechanically activated fagade:
partially open
As previously explained, the dynamic wall systems within this project can be broken down into two categories. The primary
outer layer is a mechanically activated, transformative boundary layer that forms the primary barrier against the elements.
The leaves of the glass fagade are independently mobile, allowing the wall to create apertures almost anywhere along
the elevation of the building. This mechanical activation allows the exterior skin to take on a variable permeability that
operates at the scale of the building, allowing the creation of spaces that are fully sealed against or open to the exterior
environment, and any gradation in between. In fact, this system would allow the ventilation of any multistory edge void,
regardless of its height or orientation relative to the building (see figures 53A-53D). One precedent for a mechanized
fagade exists in the L'Institut du Monde Arabe by the French architect Jean Nouvel, which incorporates a mechanically
dynamic response to changing light conditions.
This mechanically activated fagade works in conjunction with a permeable inner layer to create the environmental
buffers and social spaces that have already been discussed. This inner layer is somewhat more passive in its
permeability, but offers a finer grain of control and a more measured response to local conditions. There are three
types of walls, each of which is permeable in a distinct manner, affecting its architectural expression, its placement
and its impact on program.
fig. 64C mechanically activated fagade:
completely open
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08E. permeable wall types
fig.65 passive wall
This material, made from microperforated EFTE plastic,
allows a constant air movement through it, either in one
direction, or in both. The disadvantage is that it only allows
a very small amount of air movement.
fig.66 aperture wall
This material consists of a laser - cut polymer wall. The
cuts create "flaps" which are pressure driven, and allow
a dynamic response to changing pressure differentials.
At the same time, it is possible to incorporate actuators
into this wall to incorporate an extremely high level of air
movement control.
fig.67 polymer wall
This material consists of a flexible polyurethane membrane
that allows individual users to control the porosity of the wall.
This is perhaps best used in internal wall situations.
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08F. environmental buffer wall
polymer sheet
the cutting process creates "flaps"
that can then open or close
depending on air pressure
differentials.
actuator
materials such as shape memory
alloys, high carbon steels, or simple
tensile cables can be used to give
a passive surface an active quality.
Electrical distribution can be woven
into the surface of the polymer.
removable honeycomb panel
this component provides structural
esupport for the polymer layer, while
maintaining permeability.
floor slab edge
an adaptation of the floor tile allows
the creation of a slab edge that is
also a diffuser, allowing mechanical
servicing of a void space (if
necessary)
fig.68 permeable membrane wall
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09. scenarios and implications
The diagrams seen here indicate the spatial and organizational
implications of the technologies seen on previous pages. The
systems that have emerged from this thesis exploration are tested
against three scales of organizational occupation for the purpose of
understanding the programmatic implications of emergent architectural
technologies. >
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09A. scenario testing
The diagrams seen here indicate the spatial and organizational implications of the deployment of the organizations
and technologies seen on previous pages. In particular, these diagrams are concerned with the usage of
demountable assembies, permeable walls and multifunctional walls in relationship to varying organizational
scales. Three scales of occupation are tested (finalizing the scenario based methodology seen at the beginning
of this book): small (3500 sf) medium (9000 sf) and large (18000 sf +).
A number of conclusions and observations were drawn from the scenario testing. First, it seems more than
plausible that organizations of any size will be able to make use of edge void spaces within the building. However,
it is critical to understand that the technologies used to create them must be deployed at a scale that relates to
the scale of organizational occupation. Multiple small organizations sharing a single floor can make more use of
evenly distributed edge attractor spaces, while larger organizations can more easily collect them to one side of
a floor plate, leaving room for atria subtracted from the center.
The larger spatial effects of the new permeable wall systems were also explored. For example, adjacency to an
exterior permeable walls (either exterior or interior- see figure 54) creates a condition of enhanced servicing
which allows these spaces to better handle varying population densities, creating zones within a floor plate
that are better suited for collaboration or meeting space. The relationship between these spatial influences
was analyzed against the three occupational scenarios, once again in an attempt to understand how best
to deploy these technologies.
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framing and occupation
fig.69 typical framing
fig.70A framing plan large organizations
fig.70B framing plan midsize organizations
fig.70A framing plan small organizations
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fig.71A occupation large organizations
fig.71B occupation midsize organizations
fig 71C occupation small organizations
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conditioned space and wall types
fig.72A conditioned space large organizations
fig.72B conditioned space midsize organizations
fig 72C conditioned space small organizations
fig.73A wall types large organizations
tig.73B wall types midsize organizations
ltII --xff
fig 73C wall types small organizations
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space types
fig.74A enhanced space large organizations
fig.74B enhanced space midsize organizations
fig.74C enhanced space small organizations
buffer highly serviced zone dynamic edge zone
fig.75A space types large organizations
fig 75B space types midsize organizations
fig.75C space types small organizations
dynamic personal
informal collaboration
formal collaboration
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09B. implications
a new model for construction and operations
These scenarios demonstrate the potential for an architecture that can adapt to the needs of organizations of various sizes.
In addition, they illustrate how architectural systems can respond to and enhance the inhabitational model discussed in
chapter 6. The diagrams for larger organizations can correspond to long-term inhabitation, while the diagrams for smaller
and midsize organizations can be seen as more conducive to a more volatile and collaborative model of office occupation
(see figure 38). Multiple organizations on a floor might occupy more open floor plates and shared common resources
(allowing companies to grow and shrink quite easily) or can potentially demarcate their own dedicated space by using
extremely mobile partitioning systems that are incorporated into the architecture.
One huge advantage offered by the new technologies offered in this thesis is the potential for any floor plate to transform
from one scenario to another with relative ease, allowing the architecture to respond to changes in client needs and
market pressures. This incorporation of variability as a prime factor for systems design has a number of larger implications
relative to the problems of organizational change. In particular, it represents an acknowledgement of the relative difficulty
of predicting with any accuracy the change a building may need to undergo to maintain continued usefulness to its
inhabitants. In addition, it is understandably difficult (little more than guesswork) to try to predict the future needs of any
inhabitant organizations. As a result these technologies are intended to be open-ended systems that allow large scale
organizational change without making specific assumptions as to what a client's future needs may be.
The systems seen here have a number of implications. The first is to acknowledge the fact that architecture and its
associated systems are inherently temporal in their nature; the truly permanent construction is truly rare in contemporary
society. The technologies seen here recognize this by making a distinction between long term and short-term building
systems and maximizing their potential for disengagement and reconfiguration. In this case, the long-term elements
would include superstructural elements such as structural cores and trusses, while short-term elements would include
floor slabs, interior systems (partitioning) wall systems (major programmatic divisions), and naturally, systems for
power and data distribution.
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This has many potential implications for tall building design. The first is that buildings may become far easier to upgrade
and renovate, since the building systems seen here are much more conducive to disengagement and subsequently,
re-engagement. This can allow tall buildings to maintain useful lifetimes far beyond what is typically expected. In addition,
these systems, if carefully designed, may allow a dynamic mixed-use program. For example, many office floor plates are
too deep for residential occupation- many towers incorporate tapering forms that create narrower floor depths on higher
floors to accommodate residential or hotel programs. A system of removable components has the potential to allow a
building to change programs entirely (from deep plan office to shallow plan hotel/residential with an atrium removed) or
to allow a mix of programs to exist anywhere within the section of a tall building.
The new model for office occupation developed in this thesis also has major implications at an operations level. The
attitude towards office occupancy and architectural systems seen here will require a'more responsive approach to building
operations, in which office space providers will take more responsibility for adaptation and change management, working
closely with clients and facilities managers to best determine how to customize spaces and deal with volatility. Naturally
different outsourcing contracts (long-term vs. short term) would imply different levels of involvement- longer term clients
could perhaps be allowed more changes or upgrades within a given contract with the option of paying for more. This
process can benefit greatly from recent developments in digital technology- the linking of information resources with
facilities has started to impact the processes of space inventory, allocation, move management and resource and
service requesting. These systems could be integrated into the overall model of inhabitation for the purposes of
smooth implementation and operation during all stages of inhabitation arrangement, while ensuring an optimized,
efficient, and profitable occupancy.
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10. project images
The iconic public image presented by this building is directly derived
from the underlying principles of spatial heterogeneity and dynamic
permeability. Edge voids and permeable walls serve to activate the
fagade of the building. In addition, the facade is dynamic; changes in
occupancy patterns are manifested in the elevation. >
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fig.75 perspective from southwest
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